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CALCULATIONS FOR A SINGLE STRUT,BIPLANE WITH REFERENCE TO

THE TENSIONS IN THE WING BRACING.*

By O. Blumenthal.

Since the influence of the initial tensions in the wing —

bracing on the stressing of airplane parfs does not yet appear

to have been sufficiently elucidated, an example will be warked

out below for a heavily staggered biplane with a single zigid ._

. outer strut. The general.construction and dimensions of the,
I

airplane are shown in Fig. 1. In the lift wires fv and fh,

and the antilift wires gv and .%, let us assume the same

initial tension

wings be equal,

the center. If

antilift wire,

v. Let the tensions in the right and left

so that the load is symmetrical with respect to

f is the length of a lift wire, g that of an

Af and Ag the cross-section, K the tension in.

the lift wire and G that in the antilift wire for a given load,

then the changes in length of the wires with a given load’are:
.

~Af(K-v) and Ag=& (G-v)Af=’2

-~
(1)

the initial tensions in the internal bracing of the wings being

neglected. The loading cases A (horizontal flight) and B

(gliding flight) of the testing and acceptance regulations of the

* From Technische Berichte, Volume 111, No. 5, pp. 152-160! (1918).

--
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Royal Airplane Directorate (Flugz6uggneisterei) are calculated. .. .——

If the wires are initially only slightly stressed, or not at all,
.

then in both cases, the lift wires are taut and the antilif%b ,

wires slack (low initial tension). If, then, the initial tension

is greater under load, one of the two weight cables

while the other is slack (medium initial tension]+

greater initial tension, both anitlift wires remain

remains taut,

For still

taut (high

● initial tension). The calculation differs for the three degrees

of initial tension. In the first place, the gqneral form of the

calculation will be given in a convenient form and then cases

A and B will be treated in order. (This procedure cliffers a
.

little from the usual method. It was adopted for the sake of

clearness from the physical point of view.)

1. Calculation.

The airplae is referred to a rectangular system of coordi-

nates with the origin lying in the plane of

plane. The x-axis runs from front to rear;

tom to top; and the z-axis in the direction

strut has

the spars

symmetry of the air-

the y-axis from bot-

of the spars. The

the coordinate z, Z2 and the points where it meets

have the coordinates:

xl yl (Top,;of front spar)

x= Ya ( “ “ rear “ )

% Y3 (Bottom of front II)

X4 y+ ( 1) II rear “ )
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For slightly cambered wing sections> we can Put Y~ = YZ~

Y3 = Y4- The strut may be considered rigid.. The constancy of

\ the lengths of the four sides and a diagonal may be expressed as

follows:

‘AX,= A% (2)

A%.= Ax. (3)

(XS - xl)~A~-Ax1)+(y3-yl )(&-&)=o (4)
\

(X4 - %) (% - A%) + (y~-- y2) (~y4 - Ayz] = O (5).

(X4 - xl) (Ax~ -&l)+ (Y4-Y1) (AY4-AYI)FO (6)

From equations (5) and (6), since Ax> = Axa and yl = Ya,

,-. there follows the relation which for brevity will be referred to

. as the “rigidity condition,~

(~- . -Ax,)+ (Y. -Y,) (Ay. -AY, ) =0xl) (AX* (7)

In this equation the displacements must be expressed in terms of

the forces. For this purpose, in the first “place,the horizontal

force Q. and C& are used, which are exerted on both the up-

per and the lower wing by the combined action of the wire and

strut* These forces are applied at the coordinate ~ and act in

the direction of the positive x-axis (Fig. 1).
the

The upper wing is held in position by/short struts (coordi- ._

nate Za) and the lower wing by the attachment to the fuselage

(coordinate Zl) (Fig. 1). On substituting for the internal brac-

ing forces of both wings (Figs. 3 and 4) the force and deforma-

tion diagrams, in case A we have the equations:
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✎☛
✎

✎

✎

✎✎✎

✎

Axx = a% (8A) and Ax+ = c ~ (9A)
.

in case B, where the air reactions have a horizontal component,

6X7 =a~+b (8B) and A~=cQu+d (9B)

with the same values of a and c as in case A.

The displacements AM , Ay= are calculated from the change

in length of the lift wires. The immovable fastenings of this; .

wire on the lower wing spars are at a distance ZI from the medi-

an plane of the airplane. Hence

fvz = (xl - XJ2 + (y, - y3)’ + (Z2 - z,)’

fh2 = (X2 - X4)2 + (y2 - y*)2 + (Z2 - 21)2

If, for the sake of simplification, the change in length of the

spar is neglected and Aza = 0, it-follows from differentiation,

that

fv Afv = (Xl - %) ~xz + (Yi - Y.) AY, (lOa)

fh Afh = .(% - Xt) AX= + ‘(ya - y4) Ay=, (Ila)

hence
Ayl =

Ayz =

By substituting

Afv and Afh

finally obtain

(8)

f~
~fh - ;: : ;; Ax’& - Y~ (9)

in this the values obtained in e@ation (l),for

and putting AxQ for Lxq by equation (~), we

>
.



Ay2 = (11)

.
in which Axl is still to be expzessed Ly its value :n equation

.

(8). .- .

The values 8, 9, 10, }1, substituted in equation. .

linear relation between KVJ %$ ~a Qu and V, which

noted by equation”(l).

,. Three further relations between the forces result

(7) give a

wil~ be de-

from the

equilibrium conditions of the strut. They indicate that the mean

or resultant force of all the forces (eqmtions (12) and (~3~ ~ __

acting on the strut and the moment about the point xl Y1 must

.. vanish (equation (14) ). Six forces are involved: two horizonta~

. forces -& and -fi (in th~ direction of the positive x-axis)?

in the upper and lower wings$ and

-YS, and -Y4 (in the direction of

on the corresponding nodes of the

Iibrium are as follows (Fig. 2):

&+xu=o

y1+y2+y=+y4=~

Y~ (X2 - xl) + Y’ (% -

-XU(Y3 -Yz)=o-

four vertical forces -Yl, -Ya,

the positive y-axis) which act

spar. The conditions of equi-

(12)

(13)

xl)+ Y* (X4 - xl) - ‘

(14)

The newly introduced forces’are to be related to the wire

tensions and horizontal thrusts. To the case of the forces -

Y~, Y=? this is done by a consideration of the elastic equilib-

rium of the upper spar (Fig. 5). The upper spar is a girder on
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the two short center section struts at *Zo and

vertical struts at kz2. On account of the sym-

% rnetryof the two halves of the spar, only one half need be consid~
.

ered. In the center, the flexure of the spar has a horizontal

tangent, the point at Z. is fixed, so that

~(o) . y’ (o) = c), y “(ZO)= 0. (15)

For elastic equilibrium in a vertical direction, the verti-

cal components of the air reactions come into question as bend-

ing forces, besides the forces P~ and P; at the points Z.

and Za which together maintaiq equilibrium with the vertical

!’G components of the air reactions, the longitudinal stresses in

the spars being neglected. In order to justify this omission, a

second approximation can be made after the whole calculation is.

finished, by applying the calculated Iongitiudinaltension along

the line of flenre. The forces obtained by the first and sec-

ond approximation differ but little. (Here the second approxi-

mation has been omitted.) It is a case of determining the flex-.

ure of a bar under the influence of a transverse load, in fact,

of a

(P’

This

Suit

uniform load (the air reactions), and two individual loads

and P) under the initial conditions (equation (15) ).

simple calculation mill not be carried out here. The re-

is a linear relation between the thrust P and the dis-

placement fly of the strut end of the spar. If P is consid-

ered positive in the positive direction of y, the equations
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for the two spars take the following form:

The values of a and ~ are calculated from the air reactions

and the moment of inertia and cross-section of the spar.

The forces P bear a simple relation to the stint reac-

tions Y1,Y2, and the vertical components Kvy,

‘. ble tensions. Actually the forces P, Ky and Y

angles to the central section of the upper spar.

z-.

y2=ph - KhY= ph _
Y3 - YJ ~h’

f~ 9

and from (16) and (17)

Y~ = ah - Y3 - Y1
fh Kh + ~h AY=

In these equations we have only to substitute

(10) and (11) for Ayl.,Ay, and Y,, Ya are then

terms of Kv, Kh and Qo. It appears, moreover, in

Khy of the ca-

act at right

Hence

expressions

expressed in

the numerical

calculations that the terms % AYI and Bh Ay2 are very-small

in comparison with the others and may be neglected in the first

approximation. YI and Yz are therefore only slightly dependent

on the initial tension.

l%rther, there is also a relation between the horizontal

force ~, the components X, Kvx and ~hx of the wire ten-
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sions and the force h- The equilibrium of the horizontal forces

at the strut ends of the up-perwing gives the following
\

—

Qo =&+ Kvx+Khx= & + ~ Kv +x’ jhx2Kh

and from equation (12)

Qo = -~+~;vx’ X4 - X2
Kv +

fh
Kh (20)

.. It is always supposed that this value ~ is brought into eWa-

tions (10) and (11), also (18) and (19).
-.

While the initial tension plays a subordinate role in the

above discussion, it becomes very essential when the relation is

sought between the strut forces Y9, Yz and & on the l~wer wing

and the wire tensions. The formulas are quite different, accord-

ing to-whether an antilift wire is slack (Tension G negative) or __”

taut (tension G positive). From the start, four cases are to be “

distin~ished:

s = Low initial tension:

Gv<o, @l<o. “

MV = Medium initial tension with taut front cable:

GV>O Gh>O.

Mh = Medium initial tension with taut rear cable:

!i!= High initial tension:

1+>0 ~>0.

The symbols S, Mv, ~, T are affixed with this meaning as indi- .

caters to the formula numbers.
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For the calctllationof Y= and Y4 it is assumed that the

lower spar is connected by a hinge joint with the fuselage at

>
ZI2 the attachment of the left cable. The vertical components

.
of the air reactions acting on the lower spar, are held in equi-

librium by a vertical force RI at the

force R at the end of the strut z=,

oned positive in the positive direction

point zl and a vertical

both forces being reck-

Of

cable acting on the lower spar is slack, Y

it is taut, besides Y and R, the vertical

ble tension acts in a vertical direction on

of the lower spar. Hence we have

Y=R-

In the four cases

following equations:

% = Rv

Y3 = Rv

Y~ = Rv

Y3 = Rv

Y4 = Rh

Y& = Rh

Y+ = Rh

Y4 = Rh

The equilibrium of the

Y- If the weight, “

= R. If, however,

component of the ca-

the center section

of initial tension, we thus ob”tainthe

(21s) “

_ ‘Y~ –Ys
% (21 MV)

g

(21 Mh)

(21 T)

(22 s)

(22 Mv) .

Ya - Y4G= (22 M~)
%

Y2 – Y4”
gh % (22 ‘r)

horizontal forces on the strut end of the
.

lower ting gives the following relation between Qu and ~~
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and the horizontal force compdneh~s

GV =X1-X3 q and
E%

\

h of the antilift wire tensions.

Qu =x~+ ~++
x

E!~
,

If, i? equations (13) anti(14)

tions (18), (19), (21) and (2?) are

x -x

gh 4%

(23 S)

(23 Mv)

(23 Mh)

[23 T)

the values of Y in equa-

~bstituted, we obtain two

equations between Kv, Kh, ~, G~, ~, which will be designated

by (II) and (III)* Equation (1), in which .Qo and W are ex-

pressed in terms of equations (20) and (23), give, with equatio~s

(11) and (~11) three linear equations foz the five unknowns Kv,

Kh, ~, G’hJ =@ Xu- ,The two equations still lacking, are rela-

tions between K and G, which are obtained I@ purely geometri-

cal processes. The antilift wires are fastened to the u~er

spars at the points of attachment of the short struts. This end

of the antilift wire is thus rendered immovable. Now let, for.

example, the front antilift wire be stressed, so tha~ & > 0.

From the ~elat~~n ~T2 = (’3 - ~1)= + (35 - YI12”+(Z2 ~ 20)2

it follows, on account of the fixity of the point 31 TY 3.,

that
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gv.~gv = (X3 - xl) Ax3 + (Y3 - YI) flY3 + (Z2 : Zo) Az2, and if

the extension of the spar AZ2, is neglected?
\

. &&T= (~

Subtracting the rigidity

Cl= (’X3- x,) ( AX3
.

which, from equation (10a), gives
e .

By substituting the values in equation (1) for Lg and Af,

we obtain

.

or,

%=- %KV+(l+YV)V, TV=
.

and correspondingly, when the rear weight

Gh=- ?hKh+(l+~h)v,~h=

.

cable is taut,

%Vg
gh2 Af

(24)

These values are to be put in equations (21), (22) and (23), as

well”as in equations (I), (11) ,and(111).

The four cases of initial tension are

following inequalities:

s: -TV KV+(l+YV)VCO ‘~ ~h

~:-~~+(l+@V>O -yh Kh

‘h:~~~+(l+~v) V<O flh ‘h

T: -YV%+O+YJV>O ‘Yh Kh

characterized by the

(l+~h)v<o?

(1+ ?~) vu 0?
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11. Numerical Calculation.

w The dimensions of the airplane are to be taken from Fig. 1.

. Let the full load be 740 kg (1631.4 lb), the weight of the wings

100 kg (220 lb), the moment of inertia of the front upper spar

Iv = 7’8.9cm4 and that of the rear upper spar Ib = 62.5 cm4,

the cross-section of the lift fires Af ==0.127 cn* (-0197 in2)

and of the antilift wire Ag = 0*088~ cm2 (~~136 ins)

Then Qo= - ~ + 0.248 ~ + 0.132 Kh (20)

“!yT= 0.?77 (24) .Yh = 0.782. (25)

The assumption that the loads on the upper wing and the lower

wing are in the ratio gf 11 : 9 underlies the calculation of

the air reactions; and, further, that the center section of the

upper wing between the short cabane struts only carries half its

normal load and that, in both wings, the end portions, at the.

wing tips,,only carry three-fourths. From the air forces thus

calculated, the uniformly distributed weight of the wings is de-

ducted. In the subsequent summation of the forces acting on the

spars, the vertical forces are measured positively in the posi-

tive direction of y, and the horizontal forces occurring in

case B are measured positively in the positive direction of x.
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Case A.

Forces

Front spar vertical

< Rear spar vertical.

Front spar vertical

Rear spax vertical

I?o r ce s

Front spar vertical

Rear spar vertical

Horizofital

Front spar vertical

Rear spar vertical

Horizontal

Between short %tdtile&ection
cabane struts of wins ‘be-

1 tween struts

UPPER SPARS

.158 \.0114 [ .361 *“0261

.1151 .0083 I .263 I .0190

LOWER SPM%3
-- -—

1.
.160.0116

— -- .1!30 ● 0130

Case B

IEetween shcrt Kiddie section
cabane struts of wing 3e-

1 ~ tween st:mts

kg/cm lb/’ftt kg/cm
I

UPPER SPARS

-.0108 -.0008 –.0247

.2700 .0195 .6170

.0964 .0062 *1970

LONER SPARS
--

}
-- -.0934

-- - -- .4160

.- -- -1075

lb/ft

- ● 0018

.0446

.0143

-.0068

● 0301

..0078

Wing tips
beyond struts

Ikg/cm lb/ft.

.259

.189

.

-01?37

-0137

-0082

.0093

Wing tips
beyond struts

kg/cm

-.017’?

.4430

.1420

-.0660

.2950

.0763

lb/ft

-.0013

.0320

.0103

-.0048

.0213

.0055

The diagonals of the internal bracing consist of two tension.wires

of 2 mm (.079 in) diameter. The elasticity modulus of the wood is
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1.6 X,105, that of the tension wires 1.3 x 106?* With the aid

of these data, the numbers introduced in Section I may be calcu-

Iated. The calculation %ill be omitted.h

4+ III. Treatment of Case A.-

In this case we have:

Ax, = 10-* 10.? Q.
**

Axq = 10-’ 15.5 Qu

Hence, in conjunction with eqtiatim (20)

&jl = 10‘3 ~3.88 (Kv - V) + 5.84 C@

= 10-3 (5.33 Kv + 0-77 & - 5.84 ~ -3.88 V}.

~Y2 = 10-3 [3-71 @~ - V) + 3.02 ~~

= 10 ‘3

l%rther,

.

and hence, from

Y= = 0.461

0s75 Kv + 4.11 Kh - 3.(32Xu - 3.,71V).

Pv = - 75.6 + 1.68 ~yi

ph=- 55.0 + 1.33 Ayz

equations (10) and (11)

Kv +0s0013 ~ - O-~98 Xu -

-75.6 - -0.0065v .

Y2 = OaOOIO Kv -t-0.471 Kh - Os0040Xu -

-55-0 - 0.0049 v.

Lastly, RV = - 34.4, Rh a- 38.9

(10)

(11)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Equations (1), (11) and (III} assume different forms ac-

cording to the initial tension.
* This small modulus of elasticity for the tension wires is due
to the yielding of the eye connections and is confirmed by e~er-.
iment.
** Here, in comparison with the alteration in Iength of the ~iag-

onal bracing, that of the spi%rsand struts is negligible.

..
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s. LOW Initial Tension.
,

Since, from the preceding,

Y~ = - 34.4 (21)

Y4 = - 38.9 (22)

QU ‘ x~ (23)

we obtain the following equations for the forces &, Kh, Xu:

39S Kv - 556 Kh + 1690 ~ - 22.6 V = O (1)

0.463 K%-+ 0.471 Kh - 0.(?138Xu - 20;.9 -

- 0*O114V = o (11)

0.0790 & + 37.2 ~h + 133 ~ – 11380 -

- 0.387 v = o. (III)

Equations (II) and (III) are first solved for Kv and Kh:

Kv = 128 + 3.66 ~+ 0.0139 V“ (Iv)

Kh = 307 - 3.59 x~+ 0.0105 v (v)

These values are substituted in (1) and we obtain

Xu = 23.1 + 0-00445 V = Qu (VI)

whence from (IV), (V) and (20)

Kv = 213 + 0.0302 V (VII)

Kh = 224 – 0.0055 V (VIII)

Qo = 59.2 -!-0.00232 V (Ix)

The values for Tv and ~ given above (equations (24) and

(25) ) show that low initial tension exists for all value= v

which satisfy the inequalities

.
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f
-0.?77 Kv + 1.78 V= -165 + 1-76 v< O

-0.782 & + 1.78 V= -175 + 1*78 v< o-
.

Both inequalities are satisfied for V = O. For V = 93.8, the
.

left-hand side of the first inequality passes from negative to

positive values, while the second inequality holds good Up to

v = 98.4. The range of low initial tension is V < 93~~B After

this there ensues an obviously-small range of medium initial
.

tension with taut front antilift wires and slack rear antil,ift

wires. Within the range of low initial tensions the forces

change extremely little.

,

Medium Initial Tension, I&.

The calculation will be gone through briefly altho@h the

case is without practical importance on account of the small range

of the initial tension.

-34.4 - 0.860V

(22)

Qu = Xu++cw= X* + ‘3 - ‘1 Yv
G

0.205 Kv + Xu -

Kv -
(23)

0.470 v.

—
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650 Kv - 556 Kn + 1690

0.838; Kv + 0.471 Kh -

- 0.s71 v = o,

x~ -599 V=0,

\ (II)

27s3 Kv + 37.2 Kh + 133 & - 11380 - 62.7 V= O- (III)

From equations (11) and (111):

K~ =

. lz~=
and from equa-
tion (I):

%=
Then follow in
order: Kv’=

Kh =

Qo=

Gv =

Qu=

The range of medium

V for which

becomes positive, i.e.,

3.45 x~+ 121 + 0.155 v, (1?)

-6,10 xu + 217 + 1.56 V, (v)

5.76 + 0,187 V.

141 + 0.798 V

182 + 0.42 V

53.2 + 0~~6 V

-IQ + 1416 V

34.7 - 0.118 V.

initial

+ %h) V

V = 98..

tension is therefore very small,

tension

=. 142

(VI)

(VII)

(VII1)

(Ix)

(x)

(XII)

ends with that value of

+ 1.45 v

The range of medium initial

as was to be e~ected.

T. High Initial Tension (V > 98). —

The expression foz Y3, is the-sane as for medium initial

tension. Y4 and Qu are, however?
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Y4 = 0.388 ~h - 38.0 - 0.885 V

Qu = 0.205 Kv+ 0s109 K~ + Xu - 0.719 V.

The equations are therefcxe, as follows:

650 Kv - 423 ~+1690Xu-903V =0

0.838 Kv+ 0.S60 Kh - 0.0138 ~ - 203.9 -

-1.75V=0

27.3 Kv + 82.4 Kh + 133 Xu - 11380 - 165 V = O-

From equations (11).and (111):

K~ = 2.5; x~ + 154 + 0.044 v

Kh = -2,45 Xu + 87,2 + 1.99 V

And then, from equation (I) we have in sequence:-

%= - 14L5 + 0.394V

% = 117 + 1,03 v

K~ = 123 + 1.03 V

% =53.7 t 0.0 v

%= -91.()+ O*98 v

%= -96.0 + 0.98 V

% =22,9 *0.O -v

(22)

(23)

(1)

(:1)

(111)

(Iv)

(v)

.(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(IX)

(x)

(XI)

(XII)

The independence (or imperceptibly small dependence) of the

horizontal forces ~ and Qu on V is mazked. It is based on

the particular dimensions of the aizplane and is not a general

propeTty.*
*In any case it is certain that Q. and Qu aze rot completely
independent of V. Whether in other airplanes of the S,S.W. t’ype
~l:eyalso depend but little on V, must appear from fu~tkeT cal–
cl~lation. Smne check is perhaps given by the following: If the .
stzl~thas no lateral depth and the system is siat~cally dwbe~minate,
~ and ~ are completely independent of the initial tension, even
for low and medium initial tension, ~There QO and Q-u h the pre-
ceding example are dependent on the initial tensicsa.
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The coefficients of V in the expressions for the cable ten-

sions Kv, Kh, “~} ~> differ but little from 1. Therefore,

these tensions increase approximately as the initial tension,

Iv. Treatment of Case B.

Case ~ differs from case A in the exterior forces. All’..

quantities, however, which only depend on the geometrical dispo-.

sition of the airplane, remain unchanged, Hence, in all equa- ,

tions, the coefficients of V are unchanged; only

terms being altered. Hence the calculation can be

capiixlated.

In the first place

Axl =’lO–s

AX*= 10-s

The “displacements Ay3

A, receive fixed terms

the nuri.erical

briefly re-

(10.7 Q) + 413) - (8)

(15.5 ~ + 319). - (9)

and QYa3 therefore, contrary to case

~ Y~ = 10-3 (5.33 Kv + 0-77 Kh - 5.84 .&-$

+ 225 - 3.88 V)

‘aY2= 10-3 (0.75 KV + 4.11 Kh - 3.02 Xu +

+’gc)=o- 3,71 v).
lRmther

Pv = 5.18+ 1.68 ay~

ph=- 129 + 1.33 Lya,,

for which, in conjunction with equtions (10) and (11),

l--= 0.461 KY .+0.0013 Kh - 0.0098 Xu +

+ 5.56 - 0.0065 V

:Ya= 0.0010 Kv + 0.471 Kh - 0,0040 Xu -
- 129 - 0.0049 v.

(10)

(31}

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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Lastly:

R~ = 20.2, Rh = - 89*9

The left-hand sides of the rfgidity eq%tions (equation ~1~ ).....

are distinguished, for all initial tensions> from those of case

A by the same numerical constant term +7020 derived from

Alq and Ax&.

In the same ~ay, the constant numerical terms of equations

(11) and (III) are the same for all initial t~nsions. Since the

remaining terms are already known from case A, we need only write

equations (1), (II) and (111) for Iow initial tension.

s- Low Initial Tension.

Since

Y= = 20.2 (21) and YA = -89.9

we have

399 Kv - 556 Kh + 1690 Xu+ 7020 - 22.6 V = O

0.463 Kv+ 0.471 Kh - ().0138Xu - 193.5 -

- 0.0114 v = o

0.0790 Kv + 37.2 Kh + 133 ~ - 19200 -

- O.387V =0

From these

Xu = 62.4+ 0.00445 V = Qu

Kv = 123 + 0~0302 V

Kh = 290 - 0.0055 V

Qo= 6.3 + 0.00232 V.

(22)

(1)

(11)

(111)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(IX)
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The conditions for low initial tension are:

-0.777 Kv +1.78 V= -95.6 + 1.76 V< O

-0.782 Kh+ 1.78 V= -226+ 1-78 V< O.

They are satisfied for V< 54.4. For this value, the first con-

dition peases,to be satisfied. Within the rang? of low initial

tension, the condition V c 54.4 is, therefore? included just
.

as in case A, a range of medium initial tens$on, in which the

front weight cables are taut: This reg~. is, however, consider-

ably greater than in case A , as is here obvious.,

This can be easily explained. Ig case A , stronger air.
forces act upward on the lower rear spar than on the lower front

spar. In case

spa~ are still

downward. The

from the upper

B, the ~pward directed air forces on the rear

greater, but on the front spar the air forces act

lower front spar : acc~rdingly deflects further

wing than the rear spaz, and hence the front anti-

lift wire becomes taut before the rear one. This effect is

greater in case B than in case A.

Medium Initial Tension, Mv.

The rigidity equation (1) and the equilibrium equations.

(11) and (III) give

Xu = 52.9 + 0.187

Kv = 80s0 + 0.798

Kh = 268 + 0s42 V

v (VI)

v (VII)

(VIII) ~

— . ——
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%= -62.1 + 1.16 V . (x)

% = 69.3 - 0.118 V. (xII)

The region df medium initial tension ends with that value of V

for which
.

-0.782 Kh + 1.78 V = -209 +1.45 V

is positive and hence with V = 144. It extends from V = 54 to. ,

v= 144 and iS large in contrast with case A. Within this range,

the tensions increase rapidly in the front cables. The horizon-.

tal forces change least, the upper increasing slightly and the

lower decreasing, about twice.

T. High Initial Tension (V > 144).

Xu =

Kv =

& =

% =

%=

%=

Qu =

22.6 + 0.394 V (VI)

43.8 + 1.03 V (VII)

182 + 1.03 V (VIII)

12.2 * O*O v “ (Ix)

-34.0 + 0.98 V (x)

-142 + 0.98 V (XI)

51.4 +“0.0 v, (XII)

k

v. Stress in the 8pars.

If the ;nitial tension is plotted as abscissa and one of

the stresses, for example Kh, as ordinate, a curve is obtained

which consists of a broken line with three straight parts, one
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for each of the three regions of initial tension~ Naturally the

tensions in the airplane vary continuously with the initial ten-

sion. The parts of the curve must, therefore, join at the bo~~-

ary points of the regions without a jump. This gives sensitive

tests,of the correctness of the calculation. In the present ex- ..-—

ample, they agree within the lii.nitof permissible error- Sever- .—

al general conclusions can be drawn from the results, when the
-

influence of the initial tension on the Longitudinal forces in

the spars is investigated.

Let the longitudinal forces in the spars be represented in

accordance with Fig. 2.

S1 Longitudinal force in upper front spar

S2 II 11 11 n rear 11

S3 1[ (1 ‘1lower front 1!t’

S4 11 II If !! rear “

Each of these forc~s is the result of two,component forces.

In the first place, the horizontal forces, t~rou@ the in-

termediation of the internal stresses of the wing, set up longi-

tudinal forces in the spars which change discontinuously at the

joints. Let the arithmetical mean. ~, of-the longitudinal :

forces acting in the area between the fuselage fastening and the

strut be one compotientof the longitudinal force S. The forc~s _

Sq? are linear functions of

in case A without a constant

term.
k

the horizontal forces ~ Or Qu,

term, and in case B, with a constant

—
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‘4 % &q,. “s~’

Case A 0.76~ -2.22Q0 1 ● 99% -3.85QU.

I( B- 0.76Q0 + 35.2: -2~22&:- 92.0 1*99QU’+ 41*4 -3,~5~- 81,0
. .

In consequence of the wire tensions, a second comPonent force

Sk-, appears in those spars> to the strut ends of which stressed

. wires are attached. These are always compression forces which

arise for all initial tensions in the upper spars, for medium

tension in

all spars,
.

tension in

Thkn,

the front lower spar and for high initial tension in

and coincide

the attached

in which Sk = O, when

If the expressions

values of the tensions

with the negative z component

cable.

no stressed wire is attached.

of the

(26)

~ and ~ are introduced into the

Sq by means of the initial,tension,

and Sk is also represented by the initial tension> the fol~ow-

ing table is obtained.
.

‘Ts

Case A M

T
I

!
s

~Case B M

T

s,

-137 -0.0241T

- 80 -0.632V

- 55 -0.881V

- 65 -0.0241Y

-31.5-O.632V

+71 -~.881v

s=

-327 -O.OO03V

-277 -0.513V

-240 -0.900V

-360 -0.0003V

-329 -0.513V

-278 -0.900V

s~

+46.0 +0.0089V

+160 -1.20V

+122 -0.82V

+165 +0.0089V

+231 -1.20V

+172 -0.82V

-89.0 -0-0171V

-134. W.455V

-6-O -0.84V

-321 -0.0171V

-348 +O*455V

-158 -0.84V

—
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The specially important tenstons & and S4 are ~epresent-

ed in Fig. 6.
r

If the basic

is increased to a

wei@t of the airplai~e G = 740 kg (1631.4 lb) _

multiple m G? enly the c~ns%ant terms in-

crease m-fold, while the coefficients of V, on the other hand,

remain unchanged. The spar tensions increase in proportion to

the total load, o~ly when the initial tension increases proPoZ- __

tionately. It is, therefore, advisable not to express the ini-

tial tension as hitherto in kilograms..bu$-.inpercentage of the

total load. This is the unit in which the ten~ions are measured.

Then the ranges of the three initial tensions are:.

I
Initial tension

s M T
4

Case A Below 12.7% From 12.7 to 13.2% Above 13.2%

Case 3 11 ?s34 II 7,3 1’19.54
I

1! 19● 5$
,
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1 -.

551.2
250

33.8

0
0

0

–137

110”2
50

330,7
150

20.3

-18?

440.9
200

27.0

661.-4
300

40.5

-319

-510

-124

-258

3.7

4.5”

6.8

-i38

-327

+46

--90

S1. . . . . . .

S2 . . . . . .

S3 . . . . . .

s~. . . . . .

Buckling factors
of safety
Rear upper

Buckling factors
of safety
rear lower

-143 -231 -275

-465

-83

-216

4.0

5.3

-327 -330 -375 –420

+Ltt +40 -1.0 --42

-132

5.0

8.?

-174

495 ‘“

6.6

-89 ““-90

5.7

13.0

5.7 5.7

13.0 “.13:0

Case B

;2;.5

13.5

-95

-380

+111

-302

4.9

3.8

330”.7
150

20.3

551,2
250

33.8

110.2
!50

6.8

lb
V. *.... kg

$

0
c1

o

661.4
300

40.5

4

s------

S- . . . . .

-+.
i2 ------

S. . . . . .

Buckling factors
of safety
Rear upper

Buckling factors
of safety
Rear lower

-65

-360

+165

-321

5.2

3.6

-66

-360

+165

-322

5.2

3.6

-125

-413

-!-49

-284

4.5

4.0

-169

-458

ts.o

-326

4.1

3.5

-213

-503

-33

-368

3.7

3.1

-257

-548

–74

-410

3.4

2.8

— —
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compression in the spars generally increases with in-

initial tensions. This cornpzession,hardly noticeable
,.

in the range of low initial tension, is considerable with high

initial tension. With medium initial tension, the compression

in the rear lower spar is slightly diminished. By initially

stressing the wires, the spars are not appreciably relieved.

This is the principal result of the calculation.*

The question also arises as to how much the initial tension

diminishes the strength of the airplane. In the abo~e cases,

only the rear spars are endangered.and, indeed, in the absence

of initial tension, in case A principally, tineupper spar, and in
.

ca~’>B, the lower spar. As a measure of the danger, the Ehlerls

buckling safety factors of the parts,between the fuselage support

and the strut are given in the table, in which these parts are

considered as hinge–jointed at both ends, This assumption ap-

pea~s correct for the lorer spar, but is certainly too unfavora-

ble for the continuous upper spar.. The first values m~ch fall

below the safety factors officially required, are printed dark.

* This result apparently contradicts the view that if the rear
antilift tire is stressed, it would he expected-to support and
relieve the rear lower spar. On the other hand, the stressed an--
tilift mire transfers a component of the cable tension to the spar.
The calculation shows that, of the two opposing effects, the load-
ing preponderates. For medium initial tension, in which the lower “-”-
spar is slightly zelie~ed, the rear w~ight cable is not in ten-
sion. This effect is not explained by support from an attached
cable, but is the result of the mutual support of the spars tight-
ly held together by the initially stressed wires. The relations
must be further explained by subsequent calculations for other “
airplanes.
the stagger

According
should be

to a verbal commmication from H. Reissner,
radically changed.
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In case A, for the initial tensions under consideration, the up-

i per spar has a smaller factoz of safety than the Iowez. In case

B, the reverse is true. The official factor of safety is first

fallen short of in the case of high initial tension in case A at.

20%, and in case B at 27? of -thetotal load, In case B, where -,

the lower spar, without initial stress, is already near-the limit~

this fact is especially worthy of consideration. The temporary

relief for medium initial tension he~e has a very favorable ef-.

feet. In order that, with a fivevfold load in case A, the upper

spar may reach the breaking limit, we must have V,= 5 X ’740X

. 20.3/100 = 750 kg, so that with 3.5 times the load, the lower.

span is unsafe in case B, the initial tension amounting to 700,kg-

Neither value is of practical importance. As a matter of fact>

the Royal Airplane Directorate finds the antilift wires almost ,

always slack in loading tests (Verbal communication from W. Hoff)>

so that airplanes are in a condition of low initial tension with
+

a mltiple load. If one applies this result to the airplane A-

shown above in case A, the initial tension does not amount to

more than 450 kg.

A moderate,initial tension of the cable up to about 1~~ of

the total weight, exerts no harmful influence on the strength of

the SST airplane and is even advantageous for the lower rear spar.

Translated by
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

\
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a=417. ~ mm
b= 65.0 mm
C=230.O mm
d=l 3.0 mm
e= 26.0 mm

(16. W in.)
2.56 in. )
9.06 i.~.
5,z4 in.
l.~1 in.1
9.80 in.)

13.94 in.)
res, 4.5 ~~

.-

Fig- 1

l--e-=-l

=x
,a=79.0 mm
b= 37.5 mm
C=133*0 Kfm
d= 72.5 mm
e= 44.Olmll

Figs 2

( 3.11 in.}
( 1.4~ in.)
( 5.24 in.]
( 2.~5 in.)
( 1.7’3 ins)

-Xu

—
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Front spar
7

Fig, 3 Upper wing plan

7a=70,0 mm (2. 6 in+ )
b=~.p mm (~.~ in.)
G=6$,5 mm (2.~/Oin. )
ii=-f6.5 m (1.+~ in- )
e=@l,O mm (i.~3 in. )
f= 2.0 mm ( .08 in. ) wires (two)

Fig. 4 Lower wing plain
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